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About This Content

US Cities X: San Francisco is an excellent add-on for FSX:SE which should be explored, experienced and enjoyed. Many of the
famous areas around the city are included, such as the Golden Gate Bridge and the bay area. The stunning setting between the

bay and ocean makes it an incredible and attractive area to fly over, there is a lot to explore in this superb VFR scenery!

Features:

Aerial image coverage.

More than 2,800 major buildings included.

Thousands of autogen buildings placed realistically.

All three heliports and one seaplane base in good detail.

Detailed ship in SFO bay with helipad.

Sound effects near heliports and bridges.

Traffic on most major roads.

Includes new Eastern Span of the Bay Bridge.
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I did not expect to enjoy TERRAFORM so much! The play is simple. There is no time limitation, purely "analyze the situation
and come up with the best answer" type. It is an excellent game when I need a short break.

Using speech recognition (Dragon NaturallySpeaking) as my mouse, I found this to be a disability-friendly game..
NIFFELHEIM is RPG, survival action game, with crafting and building options !
You are brave warrior who has fallen in battle. But instead of finding well-deserved peace in Asgard, his soul is trapped in the
harsh world of Niffelheim. Survive in this hostile world, ransack the neighboring lands, explore dangerous dungeons and find
your way to Valhalla.
------------------------------
- I love co-op in the game -
------------------------------
excellent graphics
excellent gameplay and effects
excellent sound and music
excellent story
world with a lot of action
------------------------------
worth money and time
I highly recommend this game !. Not the greatest replay value but as a demo to anyone with even a mildly artistic bent this is
beautiful. The care that's gone into this is evident in every detail. It really is delightful. My only complaint was that i found the
narrators accent was a little hard to grasp but to be honest i was too involved in what was going on to care.. Though a far length
from completion, there is a massive amount of potential here, and I can confidently claim it is worth the buy early access. Be
prepared for the bugs, the lack of features, and the overall messiness of Early Access, but I've had quite a bit of fun, especially
waiting forever for a good Restaurant Tycoon.. Unresponsive at times, stuck with a small screen, the story is worse than generic
anime trash. The music is probably the only good thing about this. If you're so desperate for fan-service that you need this game,
then sure get it. But don't be surprised if you're going to jail for playing this.. I Feel like im the Drift King. 10\/10 all it needs is
more drift maps and im set.. dis is jost su swagolicious.
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this route is the most realistic from real train sounds to real wagon sounds and horns i recommend this route. \u633a\u597d\u76
84\u3002\u8bf4\u4e0d\u4e0a\u7279\u522b\u597d\uff0c\u4e3b\u8981\u5c31\u662f\u5267\u60c5\u548c\u4eba\u8bbe\u4e0a\u
4e3a\u4e86\u717d\u60c5\u6709\u592a\u591a\u7684\u8fc7\u5ea6\u8868\u6f14\uff0c\u65f6\u4e0d\u65f6\u7684\u8ba9\u4eba\
u89c9\u5f97\u6709\u70b9\u7f9e\u803b\uff0c\u8001\u5957\u3002\u5267\u60c5\u603b\u4f53\u5f88\u7d27\u51d1\uff0c\u670
9\u610f\u601d\uff0c\u753b\u9762\u6709\u70b9\u6d6a\u8d39\u865a\u5e7b4\u7684\u80fd\u529b\uff0c\u4f46\u662f\u865a\u
5e7b4\u5e95\u5b50\u9ad8\uff0c\u4ecd\u7136\u597d\u4e8e\u5927\u90e8\u5206\u6e38\u620f\u3002\u64cd\u4f5c\u4e0a\u633
a\u76f4\u89c2\u7684\uff0c\u5c31\u662f\u624b\u67c4\u73a9\u7684\u65f6\u5019a\u548cb\u7684\u529f\u80fd\u8bbe\u7f6e\u
592a\u6076\u5fc3\u4eba\u4e86\uff0c\u53cd\u4eba\u7c7b\uff0c\u5c31\u4e0d\u80fd\u597d\u597d\u7684a\u786e\u8ba4\uff0c
b\u8fd4\u56de\u5417\uff1f\u611f\u60c5\u620f\u53ef\u4ee5\u8bf4\u662f\u6700\u5927\u7684\u5f31\u70b9\u4e86\uff0c\u753
7\u5973\u611f\u60c5\uff0c\u5144\u5f1f\u59d0\u59b9\u611f\u60c5\uff0c\u670b\u53cb\u611f\u60c5\u90fd\u597d\u50cf\u51
e0\u5c81\u5c0f\u5b69\u5b50\u8fc7\u5bb6\u5bb6\u4e00\u6837\u3002\u603b\u7684\u6765\u8bf4\u8fd8\u662f\u503c\u5f97\u
4e00\u73a9\uff0c\u56fd\u4ea7\u6e38\u620f\u7684\u826f\u5fc3\u4e4b\u4e00\u4e86\u3002. Fly for a minute or two through
empty space to a waypoint, then something appears and kills you instantly, sending you back to empty space. Repeat.

If you find some enemies that do less damage, there is some combat, but it's not terribly interesting, you just switch to your
lower movement speed and circle-strafe mostly.. Think of what I am about to say as more of a neutral response, since there's
only recommend or not recommend.

Hardcore veterans of the shmup genre will probably blow through this game like nothing. In terms of difficulty, it is lower than
other shmup games. I personally find the music not very memorable, but I suppose it's a preference thing. This would be
something I would suggest if you like shmups, but want something less intense to start off with and can't be bothered to play
bullet hell or more difficult shmups.. Forget all your troubles and dive into yuri (not on ice). GUI-driven text adventure starts
slow but good value for the money

Positives:
+ GUI-driven text adventure like the mid 90's
+ Very nice artwork (it's not HD, but it's in a style more like the 90's adventures)
+ Detailed story
+ About 8 hours of game play
+ Cost only a few bucks, less if on discount

Negatives:
- Takes an hour to start getting into the plot (I almost gave up), you do much day-to-day priestly stuff without a clear plot hook
- Some aspects of the characters backgounds are confusing at start

Neutrals:
-\/+ The GUI means that you can only chose from certain actions, unlike a true text adventure where you can type anything into
the parser (this makes it less frustrating to play but you miss some of the fun)
-\/+ You play as either a (presumably Catholic) priest or his son (who his incognito and claims to be his nephew)
-\/+ Some of the storyline choices you have to do are a bit far-fetched (which is why this style of game works better for fantasy
worlds than a real-life setting)
-\/+ A few timed puzzles (not sure if it affects the final outcome)
-\/+ Much of the dialog choices don't seem to affect the final outcome
-\/+ Apparently a remake of a game from 2003
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